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Aerodynamic noise from a generic two-wheel landing-gear model is predicted by a
CFD/FW-H hybrid approach. The unsteady ﬂow-ﬁeld is computed using a compressible
Navier–Stokes solver based on high-order ﬁnite difference schemes and a fully struc-
tured grid. The calculated time history of the surface pressure data is used in an FW-H
compared to wind tunnel measurements and are found to be in good agreement. The far-
ﬁeld noise was found to vary with the 6th power of the free-stream velocity. Individual
contributions from three components, i.e. wheels, axle and strut of the landing-gear
model are also investigated to identify the relative contribution to the total noise by each
component. It is found that the wheels are the dominant noise source in general. Strong
vortex shedding from the axle is the second major contributor to landing-gear noise.
This work is part of Airbus LAnding Gear nOise database for CAA validatiON (LAGOON)
program with the general purpose of evaluating current CFD/CAA and experimental
techniques for airframe noise prediction.
& 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Airframe noise has been recognized as one of the major sources of aircraft noise in approach and landing conditions,
when landing-gear and high-lift devices are deployed. For short range aircraft the noise from high-lift devices is the most
signiﬁcant among the airframe components. However, for long range aircraft, the landing-gear tends to be the dominant
contributor to the airframe noise [1]. The ﬂow around the aircraft landing-gear is complicated due to the highly non-
streamlined conﬁgurations designed for safety and economic reasons, and therefore the prediction of noise from such
ﬂows has been difﬁcult and currently relies on empirical tools [2–5]. These tools, based on Curle’s theory [6], decompose
the landing-gear into its major components and compute sound intensities according to the components’ dimensions and
orientation with respect to the observer locations; and at the end sum up the noise intensities from all the components to
provide the overall sound level spectrum. This procedure requires a lot of calibrations with existing test data, therefore has
a limitation on predicting noise from unconventional gear architectures at the design stage.
Computational simulation for landing-gear noise prediction would be a general method in principle, which could be
applied to any novel landing-gear architecture for future design. In the last decade, simulations of landing-gear have
evolved from simpliﬁed geometries [7] to realistic detailed conﬁgurations requiring large computational meshes [8,9].. All rights reserved.
mini@hotmail.com (W. Liu).
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grid generation [10]. However, the large meshes (tens of millions of points) required by the unstructured methodology and
corresponding low-order ﬁnite volume ﬂow solver makes it rather expensive to perform aeroacoustic calculations on
complex geometries. Alternatively a structured grid methodology combined with high-order ﬁnite difference CAA solver
is an option for landing-gear simulation, with the advantages of easy control of local grid resolution, and high spatial
accuracy for a relatively small number of cells. Generating a multi-block structured grid for realistic landing-gear
conﬁguration is, however, a very challenging task even if the geometry is simpliﬁed. The present work aims to apply a
high-order accurate, low dispersive and dissipative CAA technique [11–13] to the landing-gear noise prediction. This
method could be easily implemented for the structured grid, and is expected to provide accurate landing-gear noise
predictions using a relatively small number of grid points.
In this paper, the CFD/FW-H hybrid technique based on high-order CAA methods is implemented for a two-wheel
generic landing-gear model, and compared against wind-tunnel test data made available by Airbus. Compressible DES is
performed by using fourth-order prefactored compact ﬁnite difference schemes [14] and buffer-zone non-reﬂecting
boundary conditions [15]. The current simulation involves 1604 blocks of fully structured meshes where many of them
have singular block interfaces across which the gradients of mesh surfaces are discontinuous. A characteristics-based block
interface treatment [16] is used in order to avoid the discontinuity problems associated with high-order ﬁnite difference
schemes. The details of the computed ﬂow-ﬁeld are presented in this paper, in which the mean ﬂow quantities are
compared to experimental data. The unsteady surface pressure data are then used as source terms on an integration
surface in an FW-H solver to predict the far-ﬁeld noise levels and directivity patterns. The radiated noise in the far ﬁeld is
also compared to the experimental data. Individual contribution of wheels, axle and strut to the total noise is investigated
separately. In addition, the individual noise signals are analyzed in conjunction with the unsteady ﬂow data from the
corresponding components, which provides some insights into the physical mechanisms of landing-gear noise generation.
The current work is part of Airbus LAnding Gear nOise database for CAA validatiON [17,18] (LAGOON) program with the
purpose of evaluating CFD/CAA and experimental techniques for airframe noise prediction.
The organization of the present paper is as follows. In Section 2, the model geometry and grid generation are described.
The numerical methods used for the simulations are presented in Section 3. In Section 4, the aerodynamic results are
presented including mean ﬂow comparisons and unsteady ﬂow features. In Section 5, the acoustic results are discussed,
and the noise sources are investigated. Finally, conclusions are made in Section 6.
2. Model description and grid generation
The simulated model is a scaled generic landing-gear, including a main strut, axle and two wheels. The scale
approximately corresponds to 1:2.5 of a nose landing-gear for Airbus A320 (wheel diameter of 300 mm and the main strut
length of approximately 690 mm). The strut and axle are circular cylinders and the bottom of the strut is a hemi-sphere.
The conﬁguration of the current landing-gear model is depicted in Fig. 1.
The ﬂow conditions in the simulation are provided from the aerodynamic measurements performed in the closed-section
wind tunnel F2 [17] in Toulouse, France. The acoustic measurements were made in the CEPRA19 [18] wind tunnel in Saclay,
France. The free-stream Mach number was 0.23, the air density was 1.18 kg/m3 and the static temperature was 293.56 K.Fig. 1. Two-wheel landing-gear model.
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software GRIDGEN [19]. Due to the geometrical complexity, a total number of 1604 hexahedral blocks are generated to
accommodate the landing-gear model in a domain of 11D, 6D and 5D in the streamwise, vertical and spanwise direction,
respectively, as shown in Fig. 2. The wheel diameter (D) is used as a reference length in this paper. The detailed
experimental setup is provided in Refs. [17,18]. It should be mentioned that current simulations are based on the gear
setup in the CEPRA19 acoustic measurement, and do not include the wind tunnel ﬂoors and support in the F2 aerodynamic
measurement. Free-stream velocity is speciﬁed on the inﬂow boundary, and buffer zone boundary conditions [15] are
applied in all the other outer boundaries of the domain to remove the reﬂecting sound waves. No-slip wall boundary
conditions are implemented on the landing-gear solid surface.
The wall-surrounding layer consists of 16 grid points normal to the surface to capture the boundary layer, with the ﬁrst
cell width of 1104D in the normal direction and grid stretching ratio of 1.1. The blocks that enclose the wheel surface
have 122 cells distributed around the circumference of the wheel. The baseline grid has approximately 3.5 million cells. A
reﬁned grid is also generated to investigate the effect of surface mesh resolution on the acoustic spectrum. The mesh
reﬁnement is achieved by doubling the grid points on the wheel circumference and along the strut, but keeping the same
resolution in the direction normal to the wall, which results in 15.7 million cells in total. Figs. 3 and 4 show the structured7D3D
3D 
Flow
Fig. 2. Schematic of the computational domain.
Fig. 3. Structured mesh topology on the z¼0 plane.
Fig. 4. Structured mesh topology on the y¼0 plane.
Fig. 5. Surface mesh distributed over the landing-gear walls.
Fig. 6. yþ Distributions over the landing-gear surface.
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without any overlapping. Fig. 5 shows the surface meshes distributed over the landing-gear walls. Fig. 6 depicts the
distribution of yþ values over the landing-gear surface. The level of difﬁculties in constructing structured meshes around
such a complex geometry (across several hundreds of blocks) prevented the ﬁrst cell spacing from being kept sufﬁciently
uniform. This resulted in a wider than normal range of surface yþ values, and therefore an adaptive wall function proposed
by Abdol-Hamid et al. [20] was used to compensate the regions with high yþ values.
3. Numerical methodology
The current calculations are performed with an in-house code ‘SotonCAA’ developed within the Airbus Noise
Technology Centre at the University of Southampton. The SotonCAA package includes three parts: (1) a compressible
Navier–Stokes solver that calculates near-ﬁeld unsteady ﬂows; (2) an interpolation code that interpolates the unsteady
CFD results onto a user deﬁned FW-H integration surface; (3) an FW-H solver that solves for the noise radiation into
far ﬁeld.
3.1. Governing equations
The three-dimensional compressible Navier–Stokes equations in conservative form are solved in generalized coordinates.
The current DES strategy is based on the modiﬁed one-equation Spalart–Allmaras (SA) turbulence model [21]. The SA
length scale, which is normally the distance to the wall, is limited by the grid spacing (cell dimensions). This makes the
calculation change smoothly from RANS to LES in regions where the maximum grid spacing of each cell (multiplied by a
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stream turbulent viscosity ratio (eddy viscosity/laminar viscosity) is 10.
A FW-H code based on a time-domain integration formulation by Farassat [22] of the FW-H equation is used in the
current simulations. It requires the time history of ﬂow variables, such as pressure and velocity components, over a user
deﬁned integration surface. Classical velocity scaling laws [6] suggest that dipole surface sources are expected to dominate
over quadrupole sources at low Mach number, which seems to suggest a solid integration surface can be used. However,
the literature shows widespread difference between the results of solid and permeable integration surfaces in airframe
noise simulations. Lockard et al. [23] compared the radiated noise calculated from a solid integration surface and that from
permeable integration surface for a simpliﬁed landing-gear model. The noise prediction using solid surface sources showed
better agreement with the near-ﬁeld CFD results, and the permeable surface result was suspected to be corrupted by the
pseudo-sound created at the closing FW-H surface in the wake. Spalart et al. [24] argued that airframe-noise calculations
only using a solid wall integration surface would be inaccurate even at a Mach number as low as 0.115. They performed
DES simulations on a four-wheel rudimentary landing-gear, and compared the far-ﬁeld noise between solid and permeable
integration surfaces. Without the validation of experimental data, the calculated far-ﬁeld noise from solid surface is
consistently weaker than that from permeable surfaces, which may suffer losses of quadrupole sources. Sanders et al. [9]
investigated the aerodynamic noise from the same LAGOON landing-gear model described in current paper, using both
solid and permeable FW-H surfaces. For the two-wheel landing-gear conﬁguration, the solid surface computation
appeared to be globally more accurate than the permeable surface computation, within 2 dB deviation from the experi-
mental database. The different conclusions from the rudimentary and LAGOON computations may come from the
difference in model conﬁgurations. The quadrupole sources may be less signiﬁcant for the two-wheel landing-gear than
the four-wheel one where interaction between upstream and downstream components may be signiﬁcant.
The FW-H surface in this paper is placed on the solid surface only, since the current work focuses on the performance of the
high-order ﬁnite difference schemes combined with relatively coarse grids (compared to 34 million [9] for the same geometry)
in the landing-gear noise simulation. Other uncertainties such as pseudo-sound generated by turbulence crossing the FW-H
surface and insufﬁcient grid resolution on the FW-H surface caused by a coarse grid are avoided. Another beneﬁt is that the
body-ﬁtted FW-H surface could be used to examine the noise contribution from each individual landing-gear component. Noise
contribution is investigated by applying the on-body FW-H surface to axle, strut and wheel separately in an independent
manner. This approach does not take into account the effect of interference from the other components that are excluded from
the FW-H surface used for one component. Therefore, there exists a certain level of uncertainty in this approach but it may still
be used as a reasonable tool to compare noise contribution from different parts of the landing-gear.
3.2. High-order ﬁnite difference schemes
A fourth-order prefactored compact ﬁnite difference scheme [14] is employed for spatial discretization of the governing
equations. It is an optimized scheme to provide signiﬁcantly better resolution than that of standard central differences in the
high wavenumber range. The scheme also uses a prefactorization method proposed by Hixon [25] to reduce the non-dissipative
central-difference stencil to two low-order biased stencils which have simpler matrices. The advantages of these schemes over
traditional compact schemes arise from their reduced stencil size and the independent nature of the factored matrices. It is well
known that a major difﬁculty in dealing with high-order ﬁnite difference schemes is the formulation of stable stencils near the
boundaries. By reducing the stencil size of the compact scheme the pre-factorization method reduces the required number of
boundary stencils and simpliﬁes the boundary speciﬁcation. In the fourth-order prefactored scheme, the stencil has been
reduced from ﬁve points to three points (in relation to the original central scheme), and the original tri-diagonal matrix has been
replaced by two independent bi-diagonal matrices. In order to close the bi-diagonal matrices, a biased explicit scheme with a 4-
point stencil is implemented at the domain boundaries; while an 11-point central scheme is employed along the block interface
boundaries (without grid singularity) where the ﬂow data are known on both sides.
The high-order schemes are prone to spurious solutions arising from unresolved wavenumbers, particularly in nonlinear
calculations on curvilinear grids. Therefore, it is crucial in the current calculations to implement an artiﬁcial selective damping
model [26] in order to selectively damp or remove the unresolved wavenumber components that would cause spurious
solutions. The damping model basically inserts an artiﬁcial damping term to the right-hand side of the ﬁnite difference
equations, and the damping is controlled only in the high wavenumber range by carefully selecting the damping coefﬁcient. In
addition, sixth-order explicit ﬁlters are applied to the turbulent transport equation to enhance numerical stability by smoothing
all the abnormal deleterious perturbations. In SotonCAA, time advancing of solution is performed with an implicit lower-upper
approximate factorization algorithm [27]. A pseudo-time technique with subiterations based on Newton–Raphson method is
also used to effectively increase the speed of calculations. A dimensionless time step size of 0.001 normalized by the speed of
sound and wheel diameter is used, which corresponds to the CFL number of 8.2 with respect to the smallest cell. Five Newton
sub-iterations are performed per physical time step.
3.3. Boundary conditions
Non-reﬂecting boundary conditions are crucial to obtain successful results in aeroacoustic calculations since the
computational domain is truncated and reﬂections of waves at the boundaries into the domain are numerical artifacts. In
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The high-order ﬁnite difference scheme in the current simulations requires a fully structured grid, which is highly
challenging for such a complex geometry as a landing-gear. A structured grid usually has difﬁculties in solving ﬁnite
difference equations at interface surfaces/lines, since the grid matrices are discontinuous along the interface where abrupt
changes in the slope of a grid line may occur. Though the discontinuity can be avoided for very simple geometries by
generating smooth mesh across multiple blocks, it is extremely difﬁcult to avoid it in the landing-gear geometry. The
multi-block characteristic interface treatment [16] is implemented in the numerical schemes to solve this critical problem
by communicating the ﬂow variables in the characteristic form, avoiding calculating the derivatives of ﬂow ﬂux and grid
matrices across the interfaces.
3.4. Parallel computing approach
The current calculations are performed on parallel computing clusters by using domain decomposition and Message
Passing Interface (MPI) libraries. Approximately 9104 time steps are required to reach a fully developed ﬂow-ﬁeld from
an initialized condition. The current calculations (on the baseline and the reﬁned grid) are run on two supercomputing
clusters, Spitﬁre and IRIDIS3, available at the University of Southampton. The Spitﬁre cluster is provided by Microsoft
Institute for High Performance Computing which was created at the University of Southampton in 2005. The IRIDIS3
cluster was launched in 2010 and has 8064 processor-cores providing over 72TFlops and up to 32GB of memory per
processor-core. The calculations are parallelized over 48 and 256 processors on the Spitﬁre and the IRIDIS3 cluster,
respectively. The baseline calculation were run up to approximately 200 time steps per physical hour on the Spitﬁre
cluster and 1000 time steps per hour on the IRIDIS3 cluster. The reﬁned calculation yields around 250 time steps per
physical hour on the IRIDIS3 cluster using 256 processors.
4. Aerodynamic results
In this section, the results of mean pressure and velocity are compared with the existing measurement data for the
validation of the current calculation. Unsteady surface pressures are validated and discussed afterwards in order to
describe the noise generation mechanism.
4.1. Validation of mean ﬂow data
Mean pressure distribution on the landing-gear model surface is compared with the measurement data provided by
Airbus Operation SAS from the F2 wind tunnel test performed in Ref. [17]. The surface pressure data in the simulation are
collected at the same locations as the 64 static pressure taps used in the F2 wind tunnel test as shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The
deﬁnition of the azimuthal angle is shown in Fig. 7. The landing-gear model was mounted upside-down in the F2 wind
tunnel, and the left and right sides refer to the relative positions when the observer is facing the free-stream ﬂow. The left
wheel has 37 pressure taps (Nos. 1–37) around the tire circumference on the mid plane of the wheel, 8 taps (Nos. 40–47)
cross-aligned at the wheel top, and 2 taps on the horizontal plane near 01 (Nos. 38–39). The right wheel has 3 taps on the
horizontal plane near 01 (Nos. 48–50). The axle contains taps in two sections at 745.5 mm from the strut. The right
section has one tap at 01 (No. 55). The left section has 4 taps at 01 (No. 51), 901 (No. 52), 1801 (No. 53), and 2701 (No. 54).
The strut contains taps in one circular section and in one straight line. The circular section is located at 120 mm below theFig. 7. The location of static pressure taps on the wheels.
Fig. 8. The location of static pressure taps on the axle and strut.
Fig. 9. Mean pressure distribution on the left wheel circumference.
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also the ﬁrst tap of the straight line of 5 taps (Nos. 60–64) evenly spaced by 20 mm along the strut at 01 (stagnation line).
Fig. 9 shows the distribution of mean pressure on the left wheel circumference from 1201 to 1201 (Nos. 1–37). The
pressure levels match very well with the experimental data at most of the locations, except at tap No. 33 where a local
discontinuity in pressure occurs in the experimental data. According to Fig. 7, the tap No. 33 is located at an angle of 961
on the left wheel, which is close to the top-side of the left wheel. Since there exists no geometric discontinuity around that
location, it is speculated that the discontinuity in mean pressure might be attributed to an artifact in the measurement.
The two meshes investigated provide similar mean pressure distributions on the wheel surface.
Fig. 10 shows the distribution of mean pressure on the axle and strut of the landing-gear model (Nos. 38–64). The
calculated pressure levels on the wheel surface (Nos. 38–50) match very well with the measurement data. There are some
disagreements on the axle and the strut surface, especially at tap No. 58. Referring to Fig. 8, No. 58 is located near a ﬂow
separation point. The disagreement may be due to the boundary layer tripping used in the experiment. The boundary layer
tripping was implemented along the circular dots shown in Fig. 11 aligned at 7601 with respect to the free-stream
direction. Mesh reﬁnement on the landing-gear surface does not have strong inﬂuence on the mean pressure distribution
on the wheel, but slightly improves the comparisons on the axle and strut.
For the rest of this section, the downstream ﬂow-ﬁeld is presented based on the results from the reﬁned grid, since both
grids provide very similar mean velocity patterns in the wake region of the landing-gear model. Calculated mean velocities
are compared with the existing particle image velocimetry (PIV) measurement data from Ref. [17] on two different
horizontal planes in Figs. 12 and 13. The streamwise velocity contours are plotted at the top of the ﬁgures and the
Fig. 10. Mean pressure distribution on the rest of the landing-gear model.
Trip
strips 
Fig. 11. Boundary layer tripping in the F2 measurement (from Ref. [17]).
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quantitative comparisons, which are shown in Fig. 14. The velocity contours show a reasonable agreement of the mean
velocity ﬁeld in the downstream wake region of the wheels. It is noticeable that the areas in which separated ﬂows merge
behind the wheels are different between the calculation and the measurement. The calculation has a relatively larger
merging region with lower streamwise velocity and higher transverse velocity than the measurement does. The
discrepancy in the velocity ﬁelds in the wake region may be attributed to the following reasons: (1) the current simu-
lations do not include wind tunnel ﬂoors and walls in the computational domain in order to perform the acoustic
comparison with CEPRA19 open wind tunnel measurement. The wind tunnel effect might be signiﬁcant on the down-
stream ﬂow-ﬁeld. (2) The grid resolution in the direction normal to the wall is relatively coarse, and introduces numerical
dissipation due to progressive mesh stretching. The agreement between the calculation and the measurement improves in
the strut region as shown in Figs. 13 and 14 as the level of geometric complexity decreases.
4.2. Unsteady on-surface pressure
Unsteady surface pressures are compared with the existing experimental data collected by Kulite unsteady pressure
sensors. The power spectral density (PSD) comparisons at different unsteady pressure sensor positions (K14 and K24) are
depicted in Figs. 15 and 16. K14 is located on the front shoulder of the right wheel, and K24 is located on the strut facing
the incoming ﬂow. Good agreement (tonal peaks are well captured) can be found up to 1–2 kHz in the frequency range,
above which energy fall-off occurs in the computation. This frequency cut-off is believed to be caused by grid resolution
combined with the numerical dissipation. The lowest frequency in the spectrum is 200 Hz, due to the high-pass ﬁlter that
has been applied to the experimental data.
Fig. 12. Mean velocity contour plots on a horizontal plane bisecting the axle. PIV measurement [17] (left) and current calculation (right).






where I denotes dimensionless mean square pressure ﬂuctuation, N is the number of samples, p is the instantaneous
pressure, p represents the mean pressure, and pN is the ambient pressure. This measure of pressure ﬂuctuations is useful
to identify potentially signiﬁcant noise source regions particularly close to the body surfaces. Fig. 17 reveals some local
spots where high levels of pressure ﬂuctuations dominate. A high level of pressure ﬂuctuations is found on the axle about
7901 to the freestream velocity vector, which suggests that strong vortex shedding from the axle may potentially be a
major contributor to the landing-gear noise. A further investigation on this is detailed in the next section.
5. Acoustic results
The FW-H calculations briefed in Section 3.1 are performed using the unsteady surface pressure signals and the
predicted far-ﬁeld radiated sound is discussed in this section. The resulting sound spectra are produced based on 6 blocks
of 2048 samples of surface pressure data (50 percent overlapping, 7168 samples in total). Each data group is treated by a
Hanning window [28] prior to a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The frequency bin width is 24 Hz. The results of the 6 data
blocks are then averaged to get the ﬁnal spectrum.
5.1. Comparison with experiment
Power spectral density (PSD) levels are compared between the current computation and the CEPRA19 anechoic wind
tunnel measurement in Ref. [18]. Fig. 18 demonstrates the microphone setup in the wind tunnel for the far-ﬁeld acoustic
signal collection. Two microphone arcs are ﬁxed 6 m away from the model, and 12 microphones are positioned every 101
Fig. 13. Mean velocity contour plots on a horizontal plane crosscutting the strut. PIV measurement [17] (left) and current calculation (right).
Fig. 14. Mean velocity comparisons on a horizontal plane crosscutting the strut (extracted from x¼160 mm).
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between the microphone arrays and the landing-gear model is 2 m.
For accurate comparison with the current calculation, the experimental data are corrected for background noise, the
atmospheric absorption and shear layer refraction effects [29]. Fig. 19 compares the PSD levels between the computation
and CEPRA19 measurements on the far-ﬁeld ﬂyover microphone arc at 1401 in the azimuthal direction. Good agreement is
achieved in the frequency range from approximately 200 Hz to 2 kHz for the baseline grid. The energy fall-off occurring in
the mid to high frequency range is caused mainly by numerical dissipation associated with the grid density as well as the
Fig. 15. Surface pressure PSD comparisons at K14.
Fig. 16. Surface pressure PSD comparisons at K24.
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wavenumber components.
To investigate the effect of surface mesh resolution on the acoustic spectrum, the grid reﬁnement is made as mentioned
in Section 2. Major parameter changes after the grid reﬁnement are shown in Table 1. Fig. 19 shows the improvement in
the acoustic prediction by using the reﬁned grid. The fall-off frequency, after using the reﬁned grid, is improved from 2 kHz
to 4 kHz approximately.
Fig. 20 shows additional PSD plots from two other microphones: one at the far-ﬁeld sideline arc (1401) and the other at
the center of the sideline array, respectively. In general, the calculated PSD levels from the reﬁned grid agree with the
measurements up to a frequency range of approximately 4 kHz. The tonal frequency peaks are also accurately predicted as
shown in Fig. 20(b).
The overall sound pressure level (OASPL) is calculated by the integration of the PSD spectrum in the frequency range
from 200 Hz to 25 kHz. Fig. 21 shows the comparison of OASPL proﬁles obtained by the current prediction and the
reference measurement across a range of different microphone locations. It can be seen from Fig. 21 that the far-ﬁeld
OASPL prediction is generally in good agreement with the measurement, within a deviation of 2 dB. It is shown that the
current methodology and the reﬁned grid used offers accurate acoustic prediction up to a frequency of about 4 kHz. It is
necessary to investigate the effect of the energy fall-off at 4 kHz in the spectrum on the accuracy of OASPL prediction, i.e.
as to whether the energy in the frequency spectrum above 4 kHz contributes signiﬁcantly to the OASPL. In fact, the OASPL
for the landing-gear case is mostly contributed by the low and middle frequency components in the spectrum, and
the noise energy contributed by the components above 4 kHz is rather small. This can be veriﬁed by performing the
Fig. 17. The mean square pressure ﬂuctuation by Eq. (1) on the landing-gear surfaces.
Fig. 18. Microphone setup for the measurement of far-ﬁeld acoustic signal (from Ref. [18]).
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Fig. 19. PSD comparison on the far-ﬁeld ﬂyover microphone arc at 1401.
Table 1
Comparison between the baseline and the reﬁned grids.
Baseline grid Reﬁned grid
Total number of cells 3.5M 15.7M
Number of grid points over the wheel circumference 122 240
Shortest wavelength captured on wheel surface (assuming 10 PPW) (mm) 77.2 39.2
Highest resolvable frequency (kHz) 4.4 8.6
Fig. 20. PSD comparison: (a) on the far-ﬁeld sideline microphone arc at 1401 and (b) at the center of the sideline microphone array.
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less than 0.05 dB. Therefore, the energy loss due to the fall-off at the high frequency would have a limited effect on the
overall sound level prediction.
5.2. Comparison with second-order numerical simulation
The far-ﬁeld pressure PSD levels are also compared with the results obtained from a second-order ﬁnite volume code,
FLUENT, using the same baseline grid of 3.5 million. Fig. 22 shows the PSD at the far-ﬁeld ﬂyover and the far-ﬁeld sideline
Fig. 21. Far-ﬁeld OASPL comparison on (a) ﬂyover and (b) sideline microphone arcs.
Fig. 22. PSD comparison: (a) on the far-ﬁeld ﬂyover microphone arc at 1401 and (b) on the far-ﬁeld sideline microphone arc at 1401.
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prediction from the FLUENT simulation is clearly shown in the spectra. This is possibly due to the low-order discretization
characteristics of the FLUENT solver since both simulations are carried out on the same computational grid and turbulence
model. The comparison suggests that the high-order method presented in this paper is more reliable than the low-order
FLUENT solver for the far-ﬁeld noise computation for a mesh with a relatively small number of cells.
The unsteady near-ﬁeld and far-ﬁeld pressures are also compared with the results by Sanders et al. [9], in which the same
landing-gear conﬁguration was simulated by the ﬁnite volume ﬂow solver elsA using the structured mesh with 34 million grid
points. Fig. 23 shows the surface pressure PSD comparison between two computations at K14 on the front shoulder of the right
wheel. The far-ﬁeld pressure PSD comparisons on the ﬂyover and sideline microphone arcs are plotted in Fig. 24.
The predictions from SotonCAA agree well with the results obtained from elsA up to 2 kHz for the surface pressure
ﬂuctuations and up to 5 kHz for the far-ﬁeld acoustic pressures. Sanders et al. showed higher fall-off frequencies than the
current computation presumably due to their 34 million grid points compared to the 15.7 million in the current study. Due
to the constrictions of one-to-one connectivity and fully structured grids, the cells on the surface are much coarser in this
study compared to the grid used by Sanders et al. [9]. In spite of this, the present results show good agreement with the
experimental data up to 4 kHz for this landing-gear geometry. Comparing the fall-off frequency of the near-ﬁeld pressure
monitors (in Fig. 23) to that of the far-ﬁeld observer locations calculated by using an FW-H solver (in Fig. 24), there is a
discrepancy between the two fall-off frequencies (also shown in [9]). For the far-ﬁeld measurements, the fall-off of the
numerical simulation compared to the experimental data is above a frequency of 4 kHz. However, the on-surface pressures
show a fall-off above a frequency of between 1 and 2 kHz. It is conjectured that the numerical simulation probably
captures the signal components that are correlated over noise radiating areas large enough to contribute to the acoustic
integral and does not capture uncorrelated short waves, which then gives better agreement in far-ﬁeld acoustic spectrum
after integration than wall pressure spectrum.5.3. Scaling of landing-gear noise with Mach number
Using the reﬁned grid, a computation at a lower Mach number of 0.18 was performed to explore the scaling of landing-
gear noise with Mach number. The power spectral density of the pressure at far-ﬁeld observation positions without
Fig. 24. PSD comparisons: (a) on the far-ﬁeld ﬂyover microphone arc at 1401 and (b) on the far-ﬁeld sideline microphone arc at 1401.
Fig. 23. Surface pressure PSD comparison at K14.
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amplitude of PSD has been adjusted assuming either p02pU6 or p02pU8, shown in Figs. 26 and 27, respectively. The
reference velocity that each of the PSD amplitudes with different Mach numbers is adjusted to is Uref¼0.18. The power
spectral density is plotted against the Strouhal number, St¼ fD/U, based on the free-stream velocity U and the wheel
diameter D. Comparing Figs. 26 and 27, the overall shape of the PSD collapses consistently better assuming p02pU6 rather
than assuming p02pU8, especially in the frequency range below St¼10 where apparent over scaling occurs assuming
p02pU8.
5.4. Noise sources identiﬁcation
In this work, noise contribution from each individual gear component is investigated by applying an on-body FW-H
surface to axle, strut and wheel separately in an independent manner. Fig. 28 shows the locations at which the far-ﬁeld
OASPL of each component is calculated in ﬂyover and spanwise directions, 20 wheel diameters away from the landing-gear
axle center.
Fig. 29 presents the contribution of each individual landing-gear component to OASPL at various azimuthal locations
indicated in Fig. 28. The individual contributions are compared to the original OASPL that included all the components. The
wheels, which have the largest exposed area to the incoming ﬂow, turn out to be dominant as expected in almost all
directions except around 901 where the axle becomes dominant over the wheels by 2–3 dB. It is believed that the strong
axle noise is attributed to the high level of pressure ﬂuctuations on the axle surface that was shown at the end of Section 4
Fig. 27. Scaled PSD comparison: (a) on the far-ﬁeld ﬂyover microphone arc at 1401 and (b) on the far-ﬁeld sideline microphone arc at 1401. Scaling
performed assuming p02pU8 with Uref¼0.18.
Fig. 25. PSD comparison: (a) on the far-ﬁeld ﬂyover microphone arc at 1401 and (b) on the far-ﬁeld sideline microphone arc at 1401.
Fig. 26. Scaled PSD comparison: (a) on the far-ﬁeld ﬂyover microphone arc at 1401 and (b) on the far-ﬁeld sideline microphone arc at 1401. Scaling
performed assuming p02pU6 with Uref¼0.18.
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Fig. 28. Far-ﬁeld observer positions in (a) ﬂyover and (b) spanwise directions.
Fig. 29. Noise contribution of each landing-gear component in (a) ﬂyover and (b) spanwise directions.
W. Liu et al. / Journal of Sound and Vibration 332 (2013) 3517–3534 3533(Fig. 17). The directivity pattern of the axle noise is consistent with vortex shedding from a circular cylinder. The
contribution of the strut is generally weaker than that of the other components; however it radiates relatively strong noise
towards 01 and 1801 in Fig. 29(a) as well as (b) which indicates a typical dipole sound pattern due to its cylindrical shape.6. Conclusion
A high-order computation of landing-gear noise and comparisons with existing experimental data are presented in this
paper. It is demonstrated that a multi-block structured grid combined with high-order ﬁnite difference schemes and
a novel block-interface condition leads to reliable aeroacoustic solutions for such a highly complex geometry with a
relatively small number of grid points. Both aerodynamic and acoustic results compare well with the existing wind tunnel
measurement data provided by Airbus for the 1:2.5 scaled model of an A320 nose landing-gear at the free-stream Mach
number of 0.23. Far-ﬁeld noise predictions using a solid FW-H surface showed good agreement with the acoustic
measurement for the two-wheel landing-gear conﬁguration. The baseline grid with 3.5 million cells was suitable for mean
aerodynamics and produced reasonable acoustic prediction from 200 Hz to 2 kHz. The reﬁned grid with 15.7 million cells
increases the highest resolved frequency in the far-ﬁeld acoustic spectra to 4 kHz. The reﬁned grid is shown to be sufﬁcient
for accurate prediction of OASPL within 2 dB of the experimental measurement. The Mach number effect was investigated
by collapsing the PSD spectra with those computed in the low Mach simulation at M¼0.18, and showed that the far-ﬁeld
acoustics scaled roughly with U6. The investigation of individual gear components suggests that the wheels emit most of
the noise in general but the axle contributes signiﬁcantly in the direction straight down to the ground (overhead direction
from an observer). The axle noise, which is associated with strong vortex shedding from the axle top/bottom surfaces, may
be potentially higher than the wheel noise in that particular direction.Acknowledgments
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